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ABSTRACT

THE ALPHAZ VERIFIER

In the context of a compiler research framework, it is useful to have a tool

that can certify that a proposed transformation is legal according to the semantics

of the source language and a model of the target architecture (sequential, SIMD,

shared memory, etc.) This thesis describes such a tool, the AlphaZ Verifier de-

veloped for a system for parallelizing and transforming programs in Alphabets, a

high level polyhedral equational language. Our Verifier takes an alphabets pro-

gram and a proposed target mapping as input. The mapping is very general and

includes a proposed space-time mapping, a memory mapping, and a tiling speci-

fication (specifically which of the dimensions after the space-time mapping are to

be tiled). The Verifier first checks whether the space-time mapping is legal, i.e.,

no dependences are violated. Next it validates the memory mapping by ensuring

that no live values are overwritten before their final use. Finally, it checks tiling

legality by ensuring that the proposed tiling dimensions are fully permutable. We

show how all the necessary checks are reduced to polyhedron emptiness checking

so that a single back-end engine can be used for each of these steps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the arrival of multi-cores and many-cores into the mainstream, high per-

formance computing is gaining importance like never before. Having said that,

parallel programming and optimization is still considered a hard task and done

mostly by high performance computing (HPC) specialists. Automatic paralleliza-

tion and optimization of programs has been studied for many decades now, and a

result of this is the evolution of techniques like exact data flow analysis [1] and tools

like ClooG [2]. They are employed in automatic optimization and parallelization

by many of today’s research and commercial compilers like ICC, GCC, LLVM, XL

compiler from IBM, R-Stream from Reservoir Labs, PoCC [3–6]. But the prob-

lem is by no means solved, there are several limitations on what compilers can

do. For example, in order to parallelize or optimize a program, compilers need to

have exact information about the data flow in the code, and this becomes hard if

there are pointers in the code, so most of the above mentioned compilers limit the

analysis to affine control parts in the program. Also, the techniques employed by

the compilers are limited to transformations like loop unrolling, loop interchange,

loop fusion, loop distribution, tiling, skewing etc. Adding to that is the complex-

ity of today’s hardware, which makes it hard to statically predict which of these

transformations give better performance.
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On the other hand, there is also a rise in popularity of explicit parallel program-

ming using APIs like OpenMP, where the control is in the hands of the programmer

who has the best knowledge about his/her code and tells the compiler using di-

rectives which sections of the code to parallelize. Nevertheless, if the programmer

wants to try a different parallelization strategy, he/she has to change the code and

also debug the parallel programs, which is as arduous as writing parallel programs

itself.

The AlphaZ system developed at Colorado State University is also one such

system where the user is given full control with a rich set of tools to play with

and also tries to address the short comings of explicit parallel programming that

were mentioned previously. AlphaZ is a compiler framework based on the polyhe-

dral model [1, 2,7–12] which is a mathematical formalism to reason about a class

of regular computations. This kinds of computations can be commonly found in

dense linear algebra kernels, computations simulating physical phenomena, in im-

age/video/signal processing applications, in bioinformatics, optimization problems

solved with dynamic programming etc. Generally, the AlphaZ users specify com-

putations using an equational programming language called Alphabets. Alphabets

programs contain systems of affine recurrence equations (SARE) defined over poly-

hedral domains and only specify what needs to be computed. Using AlphaZ, users

can analyze the equations in their Alphabets programs for simplification of reduc-

tions [13], deduce parallel schedules [8] and apply affine transformations. Also,

AlphaZ has a sophisticated code generation framework to develop code generators

targeting various platforms and architectures. One of the code generator currently

available in AlphaZ is a called Scheduled-C [14], using which users can generate

OpenMP style tiled code. Along with an Alphabets program, Scheduled-C requires

a target mapping specification which is a transformation specification which gives
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a schedule (when), a processor allocation (where), and a memory allocation (where

to store) for each computation in the Alphabets program. Additionally, users can

specify tiling information in the target mapping. So if the user wishes to try a

different parallelization/optimization strategy, the only thing that the user needs

to specify is a new target mapping specification reflecting the strategy and call

the Scheduled-C code generator. This addresses one of the concerns with writing

OpenMP programs by hand.

In order for Scheduled-C to generate semantically correct code for the equations

in the Alphabets program, the target map should be legal. This thesis is about

a verification tool in AlphaZ that checks the legality of a given target mapping

specification. In general, the Verifier is called before generating the code with

Scheduled-C, thus avoiding debugging of parallel programs which was the second

concern mentioned previously about writing parallel programs by hand.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 introduces the back-

ground, concepts and terminology used for rest of the thesis. Chapter 3 explains

the target mapping specification in detail and also how users can specify target

mapping in AlphaZ. Chapter 4 explains how the Verifier checks the legality of a

given target mapping. Conclusions and future work are discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Background & Terminology

Polyhedral Model Many scientific and engineering computations spend most of

their execution time in loops. The Polyhedral model is a mathematical framework

to represent, analyze, transform and optimize a certain class of such computa-

tions. Many of today’s research and commercial compilers [3–6] use the polyhedral

model in automatic parallelization and optimization of programs. Affine control

loop (ACL) programs where, the data access functions and loop bounds are affine

functions of enclosing loop indices and program parameters can be readily repre-

sented in the polyhedral model. Programs with non-affine array access functions or

with dynamic control can also be handled in the polyhedral model, but primarily

with conservative assumptions on some of the dependences. Three out of the thir-

teen Berkeley motifs [15] namely “structured grids” “dense matrix” and “dynamic

programming” fit in the polyhedral model and subsets from few another motifs

like “graphical models” as well. In the polyhedral representation of a program,

each instance of a statement is viewed as an integer point in a well defined space

called the statement’s polyhedron. Using exact data flow analysis [1, 16], precise

information about dependences among operations in the program can be extracted

and are represented as affine functions. In a bird’s eve view, the polyhedral repre-

sentation of a program looks like mathematical equations defined over polyhedral
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domains. With such a mathematical abstraction of operations and dependences

in a program, we can employ the power of linear algebra, linear programming

and non-linear programming to device sophisticated static analysis and program

transformations. As mathematical objects, polyhedra and affine functions enjoy a

rich set of closure properties which enables us to apply these optimizing transfor-

mations repeatedly (composition of transformations) to a polyhedral specification.

Across more the two decades, various techniques targeting hardware synthesis [7],

memory optimization [7, 17, 18], optimization and parallelization [8, 9, 13, 19–27],

code generation [2,12,28,29] and program verification [30–33] have been designed

for the polyhedral specifications. For more detail description of the polyhedral

model please refer to [25,34–36]

Alphabets is a equational programming language having roots in Alpha [37]. An

Alphabets program defines systems of affine recurrence equations. In an Alphabets

program, a system of affine recurrence equations hereafter referred as an affine

system is given a name and a parameter domain that defines program parameters

(symbolic constants) and constraints on them. An affine system will contain one or

more variables and associated with the declaration of each variable is its domain,

which is a polyhedral index space. Each variable in the affine system is classified

as input, local or output, and each of the local and output variables is defined

by exactly one equation. An equation defines values for all points in the declared

domain of the corresponding variable. The expression on the RHS of an equation

may be viewed as a strict single valued function whose arguments may be constants,

return values of external functions, values at points in the domain of the same or

other variables, reduction expressions etc. For a complete grammar of Alphabets

language, please refer to [38]. The Alphabets program for forward substitution is

shown below.
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Listing 2.1: Alphabets program for Forward Substitution
affine FS_serialized {N|N-2>= 0}
given

float L {i,k| 0<=k<i<N };
float b {i| 0<=i<N };

returns
float x {i| 0<=i<N };

using
float SR_x {i,k| 0<=k<i<N};

through
x[i] =

case
{|i== 0} : b[i];
{|i>0} : (b[i] - SR_x[i,i-1]);

esac;
SR_x[i,k] =

case
{| k==0}: L[i,k] * x[k];
{| k>0}: SR_x[i,k-1] + L[i,k] * x[k];

esac;
.

Reduction is an application of an associative and commutative operator to a set

of values. To express reductions in Alphabets, there is a precisely defined syntactic

construct with an associated denotational and operational semantics.

In the equation

A[z] = reduce(⊕, p : z′ → z, g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) (2.1)

In the expression reduce(⊕, p : z′ → z, g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .))

• ⊕ is a binary operator which is both associative and commutative.

• p : z′ → z and p(z′) = z is called as projection function, and in almost all

cases is a many-to-one mapping.

• g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .) is called the reduction body and is defined for all points in

the domain Dbody where

Dbody = {z′|z′ ∈ DE ; p(z′) = z ; z ∈ DA}
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where,

– DE is domain of the expression g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .).

– DA is the domain of the variable A.

So for each point z in the domain of A, to produce the value at A[z], the

expression g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) is evaluated for a set of points {z′|z′ ∈ Dbody ; p(z′) =

z} and reduced by applying the operator ⊕.

Example: With reductions, the above forward substitution computation can

be expressed more compactly as shown below.

Listing 2.2: Alphabets program with reductions for Forward Substitution
affine FS_reduce {N|N-2>= 0}
given

float L {i,k| 0<=k<i<N };
float b {i| 0<=i<N };

returns
float x {i| 0<=i<N };

using

through
x[i] = case

{|i== 0} : b[i];
{|i>0} : (b[i] - reduce(+, (i,k->i), L[i,k] * x[k]));

esac;
.

AlphaZ AlphaZ is a compiler framework to analyse, transform and generate

code for polyhedral specifications. AlphaZ has a simple command script interface

and is integrated into Eclipse IDE. AlphaZ can read Alphabets programs and do

the following

• Check for the semantic correctness of the Alphabets program

• Analyse for schedules.

• Simplify reductions in the program.
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Figure 2.1: AlphaZ block diagram highlighting the Verifier and the Scheduled-C
code generator

• Apply optimizing transformations to the program

• Generate code for the equations in the program.

Currently there are two code generators available in AlphaZ, first is a “memo-

izated demand driven” sequential code generator called Write-C and the other is

called Scheduled-C which can generate tiled OpenMP style parallel code. In order

to use Scheduled-C, along with the Alphabets program, users have to specify a

target-mapping specification for the Alphabets program. The Verifier checks the

legality of the target-mapping specification for the Alphabets program. The block

diagram of the AlphaZ system highlighting the Verifier and the Scheduled-C code

generator is shown in the figure 2.1. For the rest of this thesis, we will use the

term code generator to refer to Scheduled-C.
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Chapter 3

Target Mapping

Target mapping for an Alphabets program is a term that collectively refers to

• Space-time mapping.

• Statement ordering information.

• Memory mapping.

• Memory space sharing.

• Tiling specification.

This along with the Alphabets program is input to the Verifier whose job is

to check the legality of the target mapping for the Alphabets program. In this

chapter, we will discuss in detail, each component of the target mapping and how

to specify a target mapping for an Alphabets program.

3.1 Space-Time Mapping

A space-time mapping is an affine function that maps each point in the domain of a

variable to a time instance and space (processor) on which the value at that point

should be computed. Additionally, with extra dimensions, statement ordering
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information which specifies the textual order in which statements and loops should

be placed in the code can also be specified in the space-time mapping.

The code generator uses space-time mapping information in the pre-processing

and the post-processing steps of the code generation. In the pre-processing step,

space and time dimensions of the space-time mapping are applied as change-of-basis

transformations before calling ClooG [2] to generate loops. The depth of the loop

nest in the generated code will be equal to the number of space and time dimensions

in the space-time mapping. In the post-processing step, the loops corresponding to

the space dimensions in the space-time mapping will be parallelized using #pragam

omp parallel construct and the statement ordering information is used while

embedding statements inside the generated loops.

For rest of this thesis, φ will be used to refer to a space-time mapping in general.

φ{subscript:variable name} will refer to the space-time mapping of variable. If φA

is the space-time mapping of a variable named A then φi
A is a row in φA and

0 ≤ i < m, where m is the number of dimensions in the space-time mapping. The

term Schedule will be used interchangeably with space-time mapping.
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3.1.1 Specifying the Space-Time Mapping

In AlphaZ, space-time mapping for a variable is specified using the command
setSpaceTimeMap(Program program , String affineSystem , String

variable , String spaceTimeMap);

Listing 3.1: Alphabets program for Optimal String Parenthesization
affine MCM_serialized {N| N-2>= 0}
given

unsigned int A {i| N-i>= 0 && i>= 0};
returns

unsigned int min_cost {|};
using

unsigned int M {i,j| 1<=i<=j<=N};
unsigned int SR_M {i,j,k| 1<=i<=k<j<=N};

through

M[i,j] =
case
{|j==i} : 0;
{|j>i} : SR_M[i,j,j-1];
esac;

min_cost [] = M[1,N];

SR_M[i,j,k] =
case

{| k==i}: M[i,k] + M[k+1,j] + A[i-1] * A[k] * A[j];
{| k>i}: min(SR_M[i,j,k-1],

M[i,k] + M[k+1,j] + A[i-1] * A[k] * A[j]);
esac;

.

Example: Consider the Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization

(matrix chain multiplication) in listing 3.1. Given a sequence of matrices, the

program finds the cost (total number of operations) that will be incurred when

the matrices are multiplied in the most efficient order. Input to the program is an

array A containing the sizes of the matrices and output of the program is the value

min_cost. Each 〈i, j〉 in the table M gives the minimum cost that will be incurred

to multiply the sequence from i to j. So the final answer for the sequence of N

matrices will be stored in M[1,N]. For each M[i,j] the answer is the minimum
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of M[i,k] + M[k+1,j]+ the cost of multiplying the partial sequences M[i,k] and

M[k+1,j] which is A[i-1] ∗ A[k] ∗ A[j] and k is i ≤ k ≤ j. In the program, the

reduction needed for each M[i,j] is serialized using the variable SR_M. An example

of a space-time mapping specification for this program is
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M",

"(i,j,k → j-i,i,k)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "M",

"(i,j → j-i,i,j)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "min_cost",

"( → N-1,1,N+1)");

Notice that, space-time mapping is specified only for local and output variables

in the Alphabets program. In AlphaZ, specifying space-time mapping for input

variables is optional. In case a space-time mapping is not specified for any of

the input variables, then the Verifier assumes that the values at all points in the

domain of that variable are available before the beginning any computation.

3.1.2 Specifying Parallel Schedules

By default all dimensions in a space-time mapping will be sequential. To specify

parallel schedules and statement ordering information Each dimension of a space-

time mapping can be annotated as SEQUENTIAL or PARALLEL or ORDERING using

the command
setDimensionType(Program program , String affineSystem , String

variable , int dimension , String type)

A parallel schedule is a space-time mapping specification in which at least

one of the dimensions is annotated as PARALLEL. There is no restriction on which

dimensions can be annotated as PARALLEL.

Example: For the Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization in list-

ing 3.1, the space-time mapping specification with the second dimension annotated

as parallel is
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setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M",
"(i,j,k → j-i,i,k)");

setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "M",
"(i,j → j-i,i,j)");

setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "min_cost",
"( → N-1,1,N+1)");

setDimensionType(prog , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M", 1, "PARALLEL");
setDimensionType(prog , "MCM_serialized", "M", 1, "PARALLEL");
setDimensionType(prog , "MCM_serialized", "min_cost", 1,

"PARALLEL");

In the code generated with the above space-time mapping specification, the

second loop in the loop nest will be parallelized with an #pragma omp parallel

for construct.

3.1.3 Statement Ordering

Statement ordering is the information given to the code generator about the textual

order in which loops or statements should be placed inside the code [9, 39,40].

Ordering information can also be treated as an extension to the notion of time,

which till now only refers to the sequential components of the iteration vectors of

the loop nest.
for (int i = 1; i < N; ++i) {

A[i] = ...
B[i] = A[i] + ...;

}

For example, in the above code snippet, even though each value of A read by

B comes from the same iteration of the loop, because the statement for A appears

before statement for B in the loop body, the operation 〈A, i〉 will execute before

the operation 〈B, i〉 .

In AlphaZ, ordering information can be specified in two ways

• with additional dimensions in the space-time mapping.

• or by using the command setStatementOrdering.
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3.1.3.1 Statement Ordering with ORDERING Dimensions

Statement ordering can be specified by adding extra dimensions in the space-

time mapping specification and annotating those dimensions as ORDERING. The

ordering information should always be a non-negative integer denoting the position

in which the loops or statements corresponding to the variable should appear in

the code. Since the ordering is relative, i.e., with respect to other variables, The

dimension that are annotated as ORDERING should be common across all the space-

time mappings in a given space-time mapping specification.

Example: For the Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization in list-

ing 3.1, space-time mapping specification with statement ordering information is
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "SR_M", "(i,j,k → 0,j-i,i,0,k)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "M", "(i,j → 0,j-i,i,1,0)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "min_cost", "( → 1,0,0,0,0)");

setDimensionType(prog , system , "SR_M", 0, "ORDERING");
setDimensionType(prog , system , "M", 0, "ORDERING");
setDimensionType(prog , system , "min_cost", 0, "ORDERING");

setDimensionType(prog , system , "SR_M", 3, "ORDERING");
setDimensionType(prog , system , "M", 3, "ORDERING");
setDimensionType(prog , system , "min_cost", 3, "ORDERING");

In the above space-time mapping specification, the first and the forth dimen-

sions are annotated as ORDERING. The ordering information for variable min_cost

differs from that of the other two variables in the first dimension. In the forth

dimension, the variables SR_M and M have different ordering information. The code

generated by Scheduled-C with the above space-time mapping specification will

something like the following
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for(c0 ...)
for(c1...) {

for(c2...) {
SR_M[c0, c1 , c2] =

}
M[c0 , c1] =

}
}
min_cost [] =

3.1.3.2 Specifying Ordering Information with setStatementOrdering

setStatementOrdering(Program program , String affineSystem ,
String predecessorEquation , String successorEquation);

If the ordering information is specified using the command setStatementOrdering,

then it always refers to the order in the which statements relating to variables

predecessorEquation and successorEquation should appear inside the inner-

most loop common to both the variables.

3.1.4 Space-Time Mapping for Reductions

In AlphaZ, a space-time mapping can be specified for the reduction expressions

in the Alphabets programs, and it can be either for the reduction body or for the

reduction result.

Consider the following reduction equation

A[z] = . . . reduce(⊕, p : z′ → z, g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) . . . (3.1)

In the above equation, letDA be the domain of variable A andDbody the context

domain of the reduction expression. For each point z in the DA, there is a set of

points {z′|z′ ∈ Dbody ; p(z′) = z} for which the expression g(. . . Y [f(z′)] . . .) is

evaluated and combined by applying the operator ⊕ to produce the value at A[z].
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3.1.4.1 Space-Time Mapping for Reduction Body

When the space-time mapping is specified for the reduction body, for each point

z′ in Dbody, it is the time and processor on which expression g(. . . Y [f(z′)] . . .)

is evaluated. Its time component can be viewed as an order in which expres-

sion g(. . . Y [f(z′)] . . .) should be evaluated for each point z′ in Dbody, and this

order depends on the availability of values needed to evaluate the expression

g(. . . Y [f(z′)] . . .).

Listing 3.2: Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization with reductions
affine MCM_normalized {N| N-2>= 0}
given

unsigned int A {i| N-i>= 0 && i>= 0};
returns

unsigned int min_cost {|};
using

unsigned int M {i,j| 1<=i<=j<=N};
unsigned int NR_M {i,j| 1<=i<j<=N};

through

M[i,j] =
case

{|-i+j== 0} : 0;
{|-i+j-1>= 0} : NR_M[i,j];

esac;

min_cost [] = M[1,N];
NR_M[i,j] = reduce(min , (i,j,k->i,j), {|i<=k<j} :

((M[i,k] + M[k+1,j]) + ((A[i-1] * A[k]) * A[j])));
.

Example: For the optimal string parenthesization program in listing 3.2, an

example of a space-time mapping specification with space-time mapping for the

reduction body in the equation for NR_M is
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "NR_M", "(i,j,k → j-i,i,k)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "M", "(i,j → j-i,i,j)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "min_cost", "( → N-1,1,N+1)");
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3.1.4.2 Space-Time Mapping for Reduction Result

When the space-time mapping is specified for the reduction result, for each point z

in DA, it is the time and processor on which the result of applying ⊕ to the values

of the expression g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .) for all points in the set {z′|z′ ∈ DRA
; p(z′) = z}

is computed. Note that since the computation of this result may require a large

number of values, the code generator generates a sequential loop to compute and

accumulate all these values. Therefore the interpretation of a “time step” is not

that of a constant duration, rather its the time to execute a (possible nested) loop.

It is the verifier’s job to ensure the legality of such a schedule.

Example: For the optimal string parenthesization program in listing 3.2, an

example of a space-time mapping specification with space-time mapping for the

reduction result in the equation for NR_M is
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "NR_M", "(i,j → j-i,i,0)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "M", "(i,j → j-i,i,1)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , system , "min_cost", "( → N-1,1,2)");

Observe that for either case (reduction body or reduction result), the third

argument to setSpaceTimeMap is the name of the variable on the left hand side of

the reduction equation. The only way to distinguish if the space-time mapping is

intended for the reduction body or the reduction result is with the number of input

indices in the space-time mapping. If the space-time mapping is for the reduction

body then, the number of input indices will be equal to the number of dimensions

in the context domain of the reduction body. If the space-time mapping is for

the reduction result then, the number of indices will be equal to the number of

dimensions in the domain of the reduction variable.
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3.2 Memory Mapping

For a variable in an Alphabets program, a memory mapping assigns points in the

domain of a variable to memory locations. The code generator uses the memory

mapping specification to allocate memory for all the variables and also to create

macros which map iteration vectors to array indices. By default, each point in

the domain of a variable will write into a unique memory location. So the code

generator will allocate memory for each variable according to the size of its domain,

this may be usually inefficient. For example, for the case of matrix multiplication,

all that might be needed is a single scalar variable to accumulate A[i][k] ∗ B[k][j]

for each C[i][j]. Indeed, we may even directly accumulate the partial results into

the output variable C. However, since Alphabets is a functional language, the

temporary accumulation variable for the matrix multiplication is declared as a 3-

dimensional variable with Θ(N3) points in its domain. With the default memory

allocation, the code generator will allocate Θ(N3) memory. To avoid this, users

may specify many-to-one functions as memory mappings.

In AlphaZ, a memory mapping is specified using the command
setMemoryMap( Program program , String system , String var ,

String memoryMap);

Example: For the optimal string parenthesization Alphabets program in listing

3.1, an example of a memory mapping for the variable SR_M can be
setMemoryMap(program , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M",

"(i,j,k → i,j)");

Here, for each 〈i, j〉 of SR_M, the set of points

{k | i ≤ k < j} will write into a same memory location. Along with the iteration

space for the program, the memory foot print for the variables SR_M and M are

shown (in dotted lines at the bottom) in the figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: For the optimal string parenthesization Alphabets program in listing
3.1, the iteration space and the memory foot print if the memory mapping for the
variables SR_M and M are (i, j, k → i, j) and (i, j → i, j) respectively.

3.3 Memory Space Sharing

In AlphaZ, we can specify multiple variables in an Alphabets program to share

memory in the generated code.
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Listing 3.3: Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization with reductions
affine MCM_reduce {N| N-2>= 0}
given

unsigned int pA {i| 0<=i<= N};
returns

unsigned int min_cost {|};
using

unsigned int pM {i,j| 1<=i<=j<=N };
through

pM[i, j] =
case

{| i == j}: 0;
{| i < j}: reduce(min , [k], {| i <= k < j}:

pM[i, k] + pM[k+1, j] + (pA[i-1] * pA[k] * pA[j]));
esac;

min_cost [] = pM[1, N];
.

To motivate memory space sharing, a version of optimal string parenthesization

Alphabets program with reductions is listed in 3.3. The difference between this

and the earlier version is that the old version has the reduction serialized by using

an extra variable SR_M. If we generate code for the serialized program, by default

the code generator will allocate O(N3) memory for the variable SR_M, where N is

the program parameter in the Alphabets program.

For a class of space-time mapping specifications, there may not be a need to

allocate memory for the variable SR_M in the generated code, instead SR_M may

share memory space with the variable M.

In AlphaZ, a memory space sharing is specified using the command
setMemoryMap( Program program , String system , String var ,

String memorySpace , String memoryMap);

Variables sharing common memory space should have the same value for the pa-

rameter memorySpace.
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Example: For the Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization in list-

ing 3.1, an example of a target mapping specification with variables M and SR_M

sharing the same memory space is
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M",

"(i,j,k→j-i,i,k)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "M",

"(i,j → j-i,i,j)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "min_cost",

"( → N-1,1,N+1)");

setMemoryMap(program , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M", "M",
"(i,j,k → i,j)");

setMemoryMap(program , "MCM_serialized", "M", "M",
"(i,j → i,j)");

The iteration space for the Alphabets program for optimal string parenthe-

sization in listing 3.1 and and memory foot print according to the above target

mapping specification is shown in the figure 3.2.

3.4 Tiling Specification

Tiling is a loop optimization technique where the points in an iteration space are

grouped into smaller blocks (tiles) for coarse grain parallelization or to enhance

data locality. In the case of enhancing data locality, tiling is done to take advantage

of memory hierarchy so that data needed for execution of a tile can fit into caches or

registers and allows reuse. When tiled for coarse grain parallelism, all the points

in a tile can be computed on a single processor, and multiple tiles can execute

concurrently with inter processor communication required only before or after the

execution of a tile.

In AlphaZ, tiling is specified using the command
setTiling(program , system , dimension , tile_size);

The parameter dimension in the command specifies which dimension in the

space-time mapping specification has to be tiled, and tile_size parameter spec-
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Figure 3.2: For the optimal string parenthesization Alphabets program in listing
3.1, the iteration space and the memory foot print if the memory mapping for the
variables SR_M and M are (i, j, k → i, j) and (i, j → i, j) respectively and both SR_M
and M share the same memory space.
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ifies the size of the tile. The code generator uses a tool called D-tiler [24] to tile

the loops that it gets from ClooG [2].

Listing 3.4: Alphabets program for Matrix Multiplication
affine MM_serialized {P, Q, R|P>0 && Q>0 && R>0}
given

float A {i,k| 0<=i<P && 0<=k<Q};
float B {k,j| 0<=k<Q && 0<=j<R};

returns
float C {i,j| 0<=i<P && 0<=j<R};

using
float Acc_C {i,j,k| 0<=i<P && 0<=j<R && 0<=k<=Q};

through
Acc_C[i,j,k] =

case
{|k==0} : 0;

{|k>0} : Acc_C[i,j,k-1] + A[i,k-1]*B[k-1,j];
esac;

C[i,j] = Acc_C[i,j,Q];
.

Example: For the Alphabets program for matrix multiplication above, an

example of a tiling specification telling the code generator to tile all the three

dimensions in the generated program is
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MM_serialized", "Acc_C",

"(i,j,k → k,i,j)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MM_serialized", "C",

"(i,j → Q+1,i,j)");

setTiling(program , system , 0, 30);
setTiling(program , system , 1, 30);
setTiling(program , system , 2, 30);
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Chapter 4

Legality

Inputs to the Verifier are an Alphabets program and a target mapping specification.

Based on the information about the dependences in the Alphabets program, the

Verifier checks the legality of the proposed target mapping. The target map for

the Alphabets program is said to be legal iff each of the components of the target

map, i.e., space-time mapping, memory mapping and tiling specification are legal.

In this chapter, we will discuss in-detail the legality conditions for these three

components. In order to do this, we will define a precedence relation operator that

specifies when an operation precedes another in a loop program. Specifically, we

define this operator for operations in an OpenMP program, since this is the target

for the code generator.

Execution Order

The code generator generates code in which all the statements will be surrounded

by an equal number of loops. The D-Tiler [24] tool that the code generator uses

to tile the loops requires the code to be in this style. The precedence relation

operator which we will now define will be based on operations in programs where

loops obey this rule. Nevertheless, the precedence relation can be trivially extended

to operations in loops in which different statements may be surrounded by different
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number of loops. Note that the convention of embedding all the statements in the

same number of dimensions does not introduce any loss of generality, either for the

code generator, or for the Verifier.

Because of the above convention, in the loops produced by the code generator,

the iteration vectors in the domain of every statement will have the same number

of indices. For the sake of simplicity and technical correctness, we will henceforth

extend the iteration vectors to include constants defining the textual order of the

statements. If we include statement ordering information at every loop level, then

the size of the iteration vectors will be 2k+1, where k is the depth of the loop nest.

If there is only one statement or none at a particular loop level, then the statement

ordering information at that level will be of no significance so the corresponding

component of iteration vector will be dropped.

Consider a sequential loop nest with two statements S1 and S2 and let z1 and

z2 be two iteration vectors in the domains of statements S1 and S2 respectively.

For a sequential program, the operation 〈S2, z2〉 executes after the operation

〈S1, z1〉, which is written as 〈S2, z2〉 � 〈S1, z1〉 iff z2 � z1, where, � is strict

lexicographic order.

Note that this definition for execution order only applies to sequential loop nests

in which the order of execution is according to the lexicographic order of iteration

vectors. If there are parallel loops in the loop nest then, we need a new set of rules

to determine the execution order of operations. We motivate this with an example

with dependences and then define the rules for the execution order.

Consider a loop nest as follows
for(int i = 1; i <= N; ++i) {

for(int j = 1; j <= i; ++j) {
S1: B[i][j] = ...
S2: A[i][j] = B[i-1][j] + A[i][j-1] + B[i][j]

}
}
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In this loop nest, to compute the value for A[i][j] in statement S2, operation

〈S2, i, j, 1〉 requires the values of B[i-1][j], A[i][j-1] and B[i][j].

The operations which have produced these values are

• 〈S1, i− 1, j, 0〉, for the value at B[i-1][j].

• 〈S2, i, j − 1, 1〉, for the value at A[i][j-1].

• 〈S1, i, j, 0〉, for the value at B[i][j].

Since the loop executes according to the lexicographic order of the iteration

vectors, the order of execution will be

• 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S1, i− 1, j, 0〉.

• 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S2, i, j − 1, 1〉.

• 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S1, i, j, 0〉.

Now, if the outer loop is parallelized, then the execution order will no longer

be according to the lexicographic order of iteration vectors. Now each iteration

of the outer loop i can execute independently. Hence, there is no guarantee on

the availability of some of values required to compute A[i][j]. Precisely, it is

the operation 〈S1, i− 1, j, 0〉, which produces the value of B[i-1][j] may now be

computed on a different processor concurrently. So

• 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S1, i− 1, j, 0〉 may not be true.

For the operations 〈S2, i, j − 1, 1〉 and 〈S1, i, j, 0〉 which produce the values

A[i][j-1] and B[i][j] respectively, the condition 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S2, i, j − 1, 1〉,

〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S1, i, j, 0〉 still holds good as the two operations are mapped on to the

same processor i as 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 and the inner loop still executes in the lexicographic

order of iteration vectors.
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Consider yet another situation in which instead of the outer loop i, if the

inner loop j is parallelized, because the lexicographic order condition is satisfied

in the loops prior to the parallel loop i, 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S1, i − 1, j, 0〉. But now

there is no guarantee on the operation 〈S2, i, j − 1, 1〉 which produces the value

A[i][j-1]. However the condition 〈S2, i, j, 1〉 � 〈S1, i, j, 0〉 still holds good as the

dependence is not carried by the loop indices, rather it is based on the textual

order of statements S1 and S2.

Based on the above observations, we can now say that for any two operations

〈S2, z2〉 and 〈S1, z1〉 in a parallel loop nest, z2 � z1 does not guarantee 〈S2, z2〉 �

〈S1, z1〉. The comparison of two operations for execution order should not be

completely based lexicographic order of iteration vectors, rather we now need to

consider the loop types while comparing the components of the iteration vectors.

We now define the execution order of operations in a parallel loop nest.

We say 〈S2, z2〉 � 〈S1, z1〉 if either of the following conditions are satisfied

• In the loop nest, if dimension i is parallel, then z2 �i−1 z1. i.e., z2 � z1

should be satisfied in the first i− 1 components of the two vectors z2 and z1.

• In the loop nest, if dimension i is parallel and z2 =i−1 z1 then zi2 = zi1 and

z2 �i+1...n z1. i.e., zi2 should be equal to zi1 and z2 � z1 should be satisfied

in the components {i + 1 . . . n} of the two vector, where n is the size of the

vectors.

For the rest of this thesis, we will use B and D to describe the precedence

relationship between two iteration vectors in an OpenMP program based on the

rules that we have defined above.
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4.1 Legality of Space-time Mapping

To generate code for an Alphabets program, the code generator requires a target

mapping specification. In the process of code generation, first, the code generator

uses the space-time mappings in the target mapping specification as change of basis

functions and transforms the Alphabets program. This transformation brings all

the variables in the Alphabets program into a common space. In the next step,

it uses ClooG [2] to generate loops to visit all the integer points in the union

of the domains of the equations in this transformed Alphabets program. Then,

the code generator post-processes the generated loops and calls D-tiler [24] to tile

the dimensions indicated in the target mapping. Next, based on the space-time

mapping, the code generator annotates the loops as parallel. In the final step, the

code generator embeds statements relating to equations in the loops.

In the generated code, the code generator guarantees that every computation

in the Alphabets program corresponds to an operation in the generated code. i.e.,

every point in the domain of every local/output variable is executed as an instance

of some statement in the generated code. Also it guarantees that the order of

execution of operations in the code respects the space-time mapping specification.

However, because ClooG may split the domains as it generates loops, the iter-

ation vectors of the statements instances in the generated code may be extensions

to the vectors obtained by applying the space-time mapping to the points in the

domains of the variables in the Alphabets program. Nevertheless, the additional

dimensions in the iteration vectors of the generated code introduced because of

splitting are artifacts of the code generator and are not available to the Veri-

fier. So the Verifier only works with the vectors that it obtains by applying the

space-time mapping to the points in the domains of the variables in the Alphabets

program.
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Example 1 Consider an Alphabets program with two variables A and B with

domains DA and DB respectively and equations of the form

B[z′] = . . .

A[z] = g(. . . B[f(z)] . . .)

Given a space-time mapping specification for this Alphabets program, in which

φA is the space-time map for variable A and φB is the space-time map for variable

B. Then, for two points z and z′ in DA and DB respectively, φA(z) and φB(z′) are

the iteration vectors at which the operations 〈A, z〉 and 〈B, z′〉 will execute. If

φA(z) B φB(z′), then 〈A, z〉 � 〈B, z′〉.

4.1.1 Legality Condition

The Verifier checks the legality of space-time mapping based on the dependences

in the Alphabets program. For each dependence in the Alphabets program, the

Verifier checks if the execution order precedence relationship between the producer

and consumer will be respected in the generated code. The Verifier terms a de-

pendence as satisfied, iff for all the points in the domain of the dependence, the

producer precedes the consumer in the execution order.

If all the dependences in the Alphabets program are satisfied, then the Verifier

terms the space-time mapping specification as legal. Prior to checking if the depen-

dencies in the program are satisfied, the verifier makes sure that all the space-time

mappings in the target mapping specification are bijection functions.

In an Alphabets program, let v denote a variable defined over a domain Dv

and V denote the set of all the variables in the program, i.e, v ∈ V . Let e denote

a dependence in the Alphabets program and Ce and Pe be the consumer and

producer of e, and Ce, Pe ∈ V . Let fe denote the dependence function and De be
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the context domain of e. For the rest of this thesis, we will write the dependence

e as

∀z ∈ De : 〈Ce, z〉 → 〈Pe, fe(z)〉

Let E denote the set of all the dependences in the Alphabets program.

Given a space-time mapping specification Φ for the program, where φv denotes

space-time mapping for variable v and v ∈ V . The Verifier terms the space-time

mapping specification Φ as legal iff ∀e ∈ E

∀z ∈ De : 〈Ce, z〉 � 〈Pe, fe(z)〉

which is equivalent to

∀z ∈ De : φCe(z) B φPe(fe(z))

Example: Consider the Alphabets program for optimal string parenthesization

(matrix chain multiplication) shown in the figure 3.1. The domains of the variables

A, M, SR_M are shown in the figure 4.1 along with some of the dependences in the

equation for the variable SR_M.
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Figure 4.1: Domains and some of the dependences in the optimal string paran-
thesization program in listing: 3.1

For this program, consider a space-time mapping specification as follows
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "SR_M",

"(i,j,k → j-i,i,k)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "M",

"(i,j → j-i,i,j)");
setSpaceTimeMap(prog , "MCM_serialized", "min_cost",

"( → N-1,1,N+1)");

Let us see the dependence satisfiability condition for some of the dependences,

namely ∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : SR_M(i, j, k) → M(i, k) and ∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M :

SR_M(i, j, k)→ M(k+1, j) from the equation for SR_M. The context domain DSR_M

for both the dependences is {i, j, k|1 ≤ i ≤ k < j}.

The condition for the dependence ∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : SR_M(i, j, k) → M(i, k)

to be satisfied is

∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : φSR_M(i, j, k) B φM(i, k)

Similarly, the condition for the dependence
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∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : SR_M(i, j, k)→ M(k + 1, j) to be satisfied is

∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : φSR_M(i, j, k) B φM(k + 1, j)

The Verifier goes through dimension by dimension of the space-time map to

check if the dependences are satisfied. For the above two dependences, the condi-

tion the Verifier checks in the first dimension of the space-time mapping are

For the dependence ∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : SR_M(i, j, k)→ M(i, k)

∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : j − i > k − i

≡ j − k > 0

For the dependence ∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : SR_M(i, j, k)→ M(k + 1, j)

∀〈i, j, k〉 ∈ DSR_M : j − i > j − (k + 1)

≡ k − i > −1

In order to check if affine forms like j − k > 0 and k − i > −1 to be true for

all points in DSR_M , the Verifier reduces the problems to emptiness of polyhedra

check.

Emptiness of Polyhedra Check An affine form ψ(z) is non-negative i.e.,

ψ(z) ≥ 0, for all points z in a domain D iff the negation of ψ(z) i.e., ψ(z) < 0 is

not true for any point z in D. This can be checked by adding ψ(z) < 0 as another

affine inequality to the domain D. Let us denote the new domain D+ {ψ(z) < 0}

as D′. Proving that the affine form ψ(z) is non-negative for all points in D is

equivalent to proving that the new domain D′ is empty. If D′ is not empty then,

there are some points in D for which ψ(z) is not non-negative.
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4.2 Legality of Space-time Mapping for Reductions

We have seen that for a reduction expression, the space-time mapping can be

specified either for the reduction body or the reduction result. We will now discuss

the legality conditions for each of these cases. For rest of this section, let us

consider a reduction equation as follows

A[z] = reduce(⊕, p : z′ → z, g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) (4.1)

In this equation, let DA be the domain of variable A and let Dbody be the

context domain of the reduction body. For each point z in DA, the expression

g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) is evaluated for a set of points {z′|z′ ∈ Dbody ; p(z′) = z} and

reduced by applying the operator ⊕ to produce the value at A[z].

In order to make our explanation of the two cases homogeneous, it is convenient

to rewrite equation 4.1 as

A[z] = reduce(⊕, p : z′ → z, RA[z′]) (4.2)

RA[z′] = g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .) (4.3)

where, the domain of the variable RA is Dbody.

When space-time mapping is specified for reduction body, then it should be

treated as the space-time mapping for the variable RA. If the space-time mapping

is specified for reduction result then, it should be treated as the space-time mapping

for variable A. In either case, only one of the two variables A or RA will have the

space-time mapping.

4.2.1 Legality of Space-time Mapping for Reduction Body

If the space-time mapping is specified for the reduction body then, it means that

the associated function φA specifies the time and processor at which the expression
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g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) is evaluated for each point z′ in Dbody. In order to evaluate

g(. . . B[f(z′)] . . .)) for each point z′ in Dbody the requirement is that all the values

needed in the expression g should be available. In this case it is at least the value

B[f(z′)].

For φRA
to be legal, the first requirement is that all the dependences for which

the consumer is the variable RA should be satisfied. In our case, there is at least one

dependence namely ∀z ∈ Dbody : 〈RA, z
′〉 → 〈B, f(z′)〉. So the legality condition

for the dependence ∀z ∈ Dbody : 〈RA, z
′〉 → 〈B, f(z′)〉 to be satisfied is

∀z′ ∈ Dbody : φRA
(z′) B φB(f(z′))

We have till now only solved a part of the problem, the real difficulty is with

the dependences where the variable A is a producer. For example, along with the

equations defining variables A and RA, consider another equation as follows

C[z′′] = gc(. . . A[fc(z
′′)] . . .)

For the dependence ∀z′′ ∈ DC : 〈C, z′′〉 → 〈A, fc(z′′)〉 to be satisfied

∀z′′ ∈ DC : φC(z′′) B φA(fc(z
′′))

Since we do not have φA, we have no information about when each of the

A[fc(z
′′)] are produced. But we know when each value in the set {z′|z′ ∈ Dbody ; p(z′) =

f(z′′)} which contribute to the value A[fc(z
′′)] are produced.

One way to solve this problem is to deduce φA. For each point fc(z′′) in the

domain of the variable A, we can say φA(fc(z
′′)) at which A[fc(z

′′)] is computed

is the φRA
(z′)) of the point in the set {z′|z′ ∈ Dbody ; p(z′) = f(z′′)} that has last

contributed to the value at A[fc(z
′′)]. We can get this by doing change of basis

operation on Dbody with function φRA
and then taking lexicographic maximum of

the resulting polyhedra parametrized by f(z′′).
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Alternatively, an easier way to check φC(z′′) B φA(fc(z
′′)) is to check φC(z′′) B

φRA
(z′) for all points z′ in the set {z′|z′ ∈ Dbody ; p(z′) = f(z′′)} that contribute

to the value A[fc(z
′′)]. So for the dependence ∀z′′ ∈ DC : 〈C, z′′〉 → 〈A, fc(z′′)〉 to

be satisfied

∀〈z′′, z′〉 ∈ P : φC(z′′) B φRA
(z′)

where, P = {〈z′′, z′〉 | z′′ ∈ DC ; z′ ∈ Dbody ; f(z′′) ∈ DA ; p(z′) = f(z′′)}

4.2.2 Legality of Space-time Mapping for Reduction Result

For the reduction equation, if the space-time mapping is specified for the result of

the reduction then, for each point z inDA, φA(z) gives the iteration vector at which

the value at A[z] is produced. With respect to code generation for reduction, the

code generator cannot add an extra loop for reduction as the depth of loop nest it

generates is strictly equal to the number of SEQUENTIAL and PARALLEL dimensions

in the space-time mapping specification. So the code generator creates a separate

function which contains the extra loop(s) required for the reduction.

For each point z in DA, the reduction function would require all the values

necessary to produce the value at A[z]. If φA(z) is later than all iteration vectors

that have produced the values required for A[z] then the space-time mapping φA

is legal.

Each point z′ in Dbody contributes to a point p(z′) in DA. So for each point z′

in Dbody the operation 〈A, p(z′)〉 depends on the operation 〈RA, z
′〉 which in-turn

depends on the operation 〈B, f(z′)〉. Indirectly, 〈A, p(z′)〉 depends on 〈B, f(z′)〉.

Since we do not have φRA
but rather know φA, the Verifier checks if the indirect

dependence ∀z′ ∈ Dbody : 〈A, p(z′)〉 → 〈B, f(z′)〉 is satisfied. The condition the

Verifier checks is

∀z′ ∈ Dbody : φA(p(z′)) B φB(f(z′))
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Note that this condition is equivalent to the one specified by the Redon-Feautrier

scheduler [41].

4.3 Legality of Memory Mapping Specification

When a variable is given a many-to-one memory mapping then, multiple points

in the domain of the variable will write into the same memory location. Having

many-to-one memory mapping gives rise to the question “when can a memory

location be overwritten”. The answer to this is that “overwriting of a memory

location should happen only after all the required reads of the value that is already

in that location [17]”.

Consider an Alphabets program with variables A and B defined over domains

DA and DB respectively and equations of the form

B[z′] = . . .

A[z] = g(. . . B[f(z)] . . .)

In the target mapping specification for this program, let φA and φB be the

space-time mappings for variables A and B respectively. Let variable B be given

a many-to-one memory mapping mB.

In the dependence ∀z ∈ DA : 〈A, z〉 → 〈B, f(z)〉. Let z1 be a point in DA that

reads from a point f(z1) in DB. Let z′2 be a point in DB which overwrites the

same memory location that f(z1) refers to. i.e.,

mB(z′2) = mB(f(z1)) and φB(z′2) B φB(f(z1))

The memory mapping mB is illegal if the overwriting happens before the earlier

value i.e., B[f(z1)] is read by the point z1 in DA. i.e., if

φA(z1) B φB(z′2)
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The Verifier checks if the above condition is false for all the points in DA. The

problem formulated by the Verifier is as follows

∀〈z′, z〉 ∈ P : φB(z′) B φA(z) (4.4)

where, P = {〈z′, z〉 | z′ ∈ DB ; z ∈ DA ; mB(z′) = mB(f(z)) ; φB(z′)BφB(f(z))}.

The memory mapping mB is said to be legal, iff the condition in the equation 4.4

is satisfied for all the dependences in which the variable B is the producer.

There is a special case where the overwriting operation and the reading operation

are the same. This is very common with variables used for serializing reductions.

In these cases we relax the legality condition to “overwriting should happen after

or at the same time as the read”, i.e., we formulate the constraints as non-strict

inequalities.

4.3.1 Legality of Memory Space Sharing

The legality condition for memory space sharing is similar to that of legality con-

dition for memory mapping, where overwriting of a memory location should only

happen after all the required read of the value that is already in that location.

Only difference is that the overwriting operation will now be from an equation of

a different variable.

Consider an Alphabets program with variables A, B and C defined over do-

mains DA, DB and DC respectively and equations of the form

B[z′′] = . . .

A[z] = g(. . . B[f(z)] . . .)

C[z′] = . . .

In the target mapping specification for this program, let φA, φB and φC be the

space-time mappings for variables A, B and C respectively. Let variables B and
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C share the memory space and let mB(z′′) and mC(z′) be their respective memory

mapping functions. Let z′′ and z′ be two points in the domains of the variables B

and C respectively. Then,

mB(z′′) = mC(z′)

In the dependence ∀z ∈ DA : 〈A, z〉 → 〈B, f(z)〉. Let z1 be a point in DA that

reads from a point f(z1) in DB. Let z′′2 be a point in DC which overwrites the

same memory location that f(z1) refers to. i.e.,

mC(z′′2 ) = mB(f(z1)) and φC(z′′2 ) B φB(f(z1))

The memory space sharing is illegal if the overwriting happens before the read

by the point z1 in DA. i.e., if

φA(z1) B φC(z′′2 )

The Verifier checks if the above condition is false for all the points in DA. The

problem formulated by the Verifier is as follows

∀〈z′′, z〉 ∈ P : φC(z′′) B φA(z) (4.5)

where, P = {〈z′′, z〉 | z′′ ∈ DC ; z ∈ DA ; mc(z
′′) = mB(f(z)) ; φC(z′′) B

φB(f(z))}.

4.4 Legality of Tiling Specification

Tiling partitions the iteration space of a loop nest into smaller blocks for cache

locality or/and coarse-grain parallelism. When a loop nest is tiled, the execution

order of operations may no longer be same as that in the original loop nest. Let

S1 and S2 be two statements in a sequential loop nest. Let z1 and z2 be iteration

vectors in the domains of S1 and S2 respectively and z2Bz1. So 〈S2, z2〉 � 〈S1, z1〉.
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When this loop nest is tiled, let z′1 and z′2 be the corresponding iteration vectors

for z1 and z2. Even though the precedence z′2 B z′1 is preserved in the tiled loop

nest, but we cannot say 〈S2, z
′
2〉 � 〈S1, z

′
1〉. This is only guaranteed if z1 is in the

first orthant of z2 in the original loop nest, i.e., if z1 can be expressed as z2 + ~k,

where, all the components of ~k are greater than or equal to zero. If a parallel loop

nest is tiled then, in order to preserve the precedence relationship between two

operations, the corresponding iteration vectors have to satisfy extra constraints.

Because tiling a loop nest changes the execution order of operations, some of

the dependences in the original loop nest may be violated in the tiled loop nest.

We will now see the sufficient conditions for dependences in the original loop nest

to be satisfied if a loop nest is tiled. Consider a loop nest as follows

Listing 4.1: Tiling example 1
for(int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

for(int j = 0; j < i; i++) {
S1: A[i][j] = A[i-1][j+1]
}

}

In this loop nest, consider an operation 〈S1, it, jt〉 that depends on the operation

〈S1, it − 1, jt + 1〉. Since the loop executes in the lexicographic order of iteration

vectors, 〈S1, it, jt〉 � 〈S1, it − 1, jt + 1〉.

If this loop nest is tiled, then the operations 〈S1, it, jt〉 and 〈S1, it − 1, jt − 1〉

may be mapped to different tiles, as shown in figure 4.2. If this is the case then,

in the execution order of tiles, the tile that contains [it, jt] will execute before the

tile that contains [it − 1, jt + 1]. So the condition 〈S1, it, jt〉 � 〈S1, it − 1, jt + 1〉

will no longer be true.

If the loops to be tiled are all sequential then, legality of tiling depends on the

permutability of loops. If a set of loops are fully permutable then, tiling of those

loops is legal.
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Figure 4.2: Incorrect tiling example

Fully Permutable Loops Consider a hypothetical n dimensional loop nest

with statement S1, S2, . . . St. In this loop nest, let z1 and z2 be two iteration

vectors in the domains of statements S1 and S2 respectively. Additionally assume

that the operation 〈S2, z2〉 depends on 〈S1, z1〉 and 〈S2, z2〉 � 〈S1, z1〉.

In this loop nest, let {Li, Li+1, . . . Lj} be a set of sequential loops which we

wish to tile. The condition 〈S2, z2〉 � 〈S1, z1〉 will be true in the tiled loop nest if

either of the following conditions are satisfied

• z2 Bi−1 z1. i.e., z2 B z1 is satisfied in the first i − 1 components of the two

vectors.

• If z2 =i−1 z1, i.e., if the first i − 1 components of the two vector are equal

then, ∀k : zk2 ≥ zk1 . where, zk2 and zk1 are the components of vectors z2 and

z1 in the kth dimension and {i ≤ k ≤ j}.

Iff all the dependences in the loop nest satisfy the above condition then, the

loops {Li, Li+1, . . . Lj} are said to be fully permutable.
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Legality of Tiling Parallel Loops If a parallel loop is to be tiled then, for each

dependence, the corresponding components of the iteration vectors of producer

and consumer of the dependence should be same. For example, If the loop nest

in listing 4.2 is tiled, since the loop j is parallel, all the tiles in a row will execute

in parallel. Because of this there will be dependences between operations in tiles

that execute in parallel.

Listing 4.2: Tiling example 2
for(int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

#pragma omp parallel for
for(int j = 0; j < i; j++) {

A[i][j] = A[i-1][j-1]
}

}

The figure 4.3 shows two tiles that execute in parallel and the dependence

crossing the tile boundary. Tiling of a parallel loop is legal iff operations in a tile

depend on operations in the same tile or on the operations that are mapped to the

tiles that have already executed.

Figure 4.3: Incorrect tiling example2
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Legality of Tiling Specification In the tiling part of the target mapping spec-

ification, the user specifies which dimensions in the space-time mapping should be

tiled.

The Verifier checks the legality of tiling specification based on the rules that

we have defined in fully permutable loops and legality of tiling parallel loops.

In an Alphabets program, let n denote a variable defined over a domain Dn.

Let V denote the set of all the variables in the program. Let e denote a dependence

and C(e) be the consumer of the dependence and P (e) be the producer. let fe

denote the dependence function and De be the context domain of the dependence.

Let E denote the set of all the dependences in the program.

Given a space-time mapping specification Φ for the program, where φn denotes

space-time mapping for variable n. And if {i, i+ 1, . . . j} are the dimensions that

user wants the code generator to tile.

The Verifier checks ∀e ∈ E and which are not satisfied in the dimensions prior

to i. ∀k : i ≤ k ≤ j

• if k is annotated as SEQUENTIAL then ∀z ∈ De : φk
c(e)(z) ≥ φk

p(e)(fe(z))

• if k is annotated as PARALLEL then ∀z ∈ De : φk
c(e)(z) = φk

p(e)(fe(z))
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, Limitations & Future
Work

5.1 Limitations & Future Work

Mod-Factors In the AlphaZ system, While specifying a memory mapping for

a variable, users can also specify mod-Factor for the memory mapping, currently

the verifier does not check the legality of such memory mapping. In other words,

the mod-factor is assumed to be 1 by the verifier.

Synchronization Currently the verifier is tightly coupled with scheduled-C code

generator. Since scheduled-C generates OpenMP parallel code, the legality condi-

tions that the verifier checks are based on semantics of OpenMP. Precisely, seman-

tics of OpenMP requires that each iteration of a parallel loop be independent, so

the verifier strictly adheres to this, and does not allow any dependences to cross

processor boundaries (unless they are already satisfied in outer dimensions). In

future if AlphaZ incorporates other code generators which can produce code in

which iterations of parallel loops can be synchronized (by placing barriers etc),

then the verifier will have to be extended.
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5.2 Conclusions

Nevertheless, the verifier in its current state has been used as one of the pedagogic

tools in teaching a graduate level course which introduces programming in the

polyhedral model. Also the same verifier is used as a backend in the tool ompVer-

ify [33] an eclipse plug-in that can detect semantic bugs caused due to incorrect

parallelization of loops in affine control parts of OpenMP programs.
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